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C A T A L O G

The warm bosom of your mother
The bosom of your father who held your hand
The bosom of your friend who taps you on the shoulder
The bosom where you can rest comfortably after returning home
We always miss the bosom.
The bosom is love, comfort, and relief.

The warmest bosom in the world, Created by GLÜHWEIN.

by GLÜHWEIN
Trustworthy technology

GLÜHWEIN electric blanket using patented electromagnetic wave blocking hot
wire is a product that has received various certifications in addition to
EMF (electromagnetic field environmental certification) which is tested/supervised
by a government institution.
Since it does not emit electromagnetic waves, you can rest assured when using
it. It also boasts durability with significantly low malfunction or defect rate due to
its special manufacturing method. Even today, GLÜHWEIN delivers a trustworthy
technology so that you can enjoy a warmer and safer life.

Technology of sharing

GLÜHWEIN looks around our surrounding to create a warmer society.
We will become a company that can lend a helping hand and speak warm words
to people who need help or warmth.
GLÜHWEIN communicates a technology of sharing making the society more
beautiful.

Elegant Technology

As colors and patterns is connected to a person’s lifestyle, design changes our
life.
GLÜHWEIN is exerting effort and passion for a newer and more beautiful design,
and cultivate the life of mankind with creativity no one can imitate.

Heart-warming technology

GLÜHWEIN is always together in our life. As a friend who holds my hand, and
good people like a precious family gathers to create a good society, we hope
everybody feels warmth and love with out technology and beauty. GLÜHWEIN
creates the most heart-warming technology in the world.

No.1 in Korean Consumer Satisfaction Index
for 6 consecutive years
GLÜHWEIN was chosen to be No.1 in Korea Satisfaction Consumer Index
for 6 consecutive years and has won Korean Brand Award 8 times.
GLÜHWEIN award
｜
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2020
2018
2017~2019
2016~2020
Korea Brand Power No. 1
Korea Company Grand Award,
The Best Brand of the Year
No.1 in Korea Brand Preference
(Korea Premium Brand Promotion
the Companies of the Year
for 3 consecutive years
Award for 5 consecutive years
Agency, Daily Economy)
(Ministry of Trade, Industry, and (Consumers’ Association, National
(Korea Economic Daily)
Energy, Money Today)
Policy Committee)

2016~2020
No.1 in Korea Consumer
Satisfaction Award for 5
consecutive years
(Chosunilbo, Dong-A Ilbo)

2017~2020
No.1 in Hit Brand Award
for 4 consecutive years
(Joongang Ilbo)

2015~2020
No.1 in Korea Satisfaction
Consumer Index for
6 consecutive years
(Korea Economic Daily)

2016
No.1 in Korea Quality
Satisfaction Index
(Daily Sports)

GLÜHWEIN for camping & outdoor

Outdoor must have Items

Essentials for camping
GLÜHWEIN Electromagnetic
wave blocking electric blanket.

Like a warm and cozy mother’s bosom!

Essential item for pregnancy and
child care
GLÜHWEIN Electromagnetic wave
blocking electric blanket

the safety storage bag makes storage and movement of the product safe

The GLÜHWEIN electric blanket uses patented electromagnetic wave blocking hot

and convenient with low power consumption. Hence, this product is suitable

wire and has obtained multiple certifications including EMF (Electromagnetic Field

for camping.

Environment Certification) that is tested and supervised by the national certification

It is a product that lets you enjoy camping with your precious family by

authority. Hence, pregnant women and infants can use this product without any concern

using patented electromagnetic waves blocking hot wires.

about electromagnetic waves.

Washable product

6-fold safety system and smart timer makes this product safe to use

The GLÜHWEIN electric blankets are safe from germs by adding antibacterial

This product is designed with six-fold safety device with smart timer that automatically

treatment to the cotton-based fabric and are washable. Hence, it can be

turns off power in case of overheating

used cleanly.

This product is economic for prospective mothers who are burdened

Various sizes and patterns suitable for emotional camping.

with heating expenses

Various sizes from single to double and mini offer a wide range of choices

This product is economical due to reduced power consumption, with significantly less

and the design that goes well with emotional camping makes camping more

malfunction or defect thanks to special manufacturing methods. Hence, you can use it

enjoyable.

without worrying.
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This product can be used by pregnant women with confidence

｜

This electric blanket is small in volume and weight, and the configuration of

GLÜHWEIN for mom

Product optimized for camping

GLÜHWEIN for mom

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN, patented electromagnetic wave blocking hot wire.

Unrivaled technology
just for GLÜHWEIN

GEBS is an acronym of GLÜHWEIN Electromagnetic Blocking System, and is
GLÜHWEIN’s unique electromagnetic wave blocking system that has received EMF
certification.
It is GLÜHWEIN’s technology used for making safe products without concern for
electromagnetic waves, and helps the safety and well-being of customers using the
product.

It is a product that has received EMF certification by using
GLÜHWEIN’s d electromagnetic wave blocking hot wire.
This is a safe product you can use without concern for
electromagnetic waves.

AI SYSTEM

GLÜHWEIN left and right separated heating electric blanket

The patented human body sensing heating system is a state-

can provide heat on the left side and right side separately.

of-the-art technology in which a sensor detects the minute
movement of the body when a person is sleeping and
automatically turns on or turns off the heating.

GSS is GLÜHWEIN’s safety system in which power is

overvoltage and automatically cutting off power when

It will become the guardian of a safe life by preventing

automatically cut off after 15 hours of operation.

overheating through adopting 6 layered safety system (6SS).

What is EMF?

Power-saving design

Washable

(Electromagnetic field environmental certification)

It is a smart product that has significantly reduced electric

Since it is produced in compression method where hot wire and

It is a system certifying that a product is suitable by going through a fair screening

consumption throughout the day by applying new technology that

cotton is fixed, it is washable in water, and even after washing, the hot

allows the product to be used economically without concern for

wire and cotton does not become rumpled. So you can rest assured

electrical bills.

and use it.

Smart Timer Function

Multi-Safety Storage Bag

If the desired time of use is preset between 1 to 12 hours,

GLÜHWEIN electric blanket has a multi-safety storage bag

it is convenient since it automatically turns off at the set

that helps store the blanket safely and conveniently by rolling

time.

it up so that the hot wire does not bend or excessive force is

process according to strict standards on a company testing, producing, and
manufacturing electric products generating electromagnetic waves. It is being carried out
by the Korea Testing Certification (KTC). EMF certification determines whether a product
is safe or not by measuring magnetic field in mG(milligaeus), and regards a product with
electromagnet value below 10V/m and magnetic field value below 2mG as safe.

Heating line
Electromagnetic

Electromagnetic

Electronic

field environment

interference test

Equipment Safety

certification

Certification

Q Mark Certification

electromagnetic waves

electromagnetic waves
blocking

Sheath

applied to the product.
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6 layered Safety System

｜

Function for automatically cutting off power
after 15 hours

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

Left and right separated heating system

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

Power supply in case
of human presence

Power shutdown
if no one is present

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN's unique technology 01

GLÜHWEIN's unique technology 02

Left and right separation heating
system

Human body sensing
heating system
GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY
｜
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Surface
temperature

When there is no movement
Automatically off

When motion is detected again
Automatically on

It's a smart way to keep your sleep temperature.
When you sleep, the sensor detects the minute movement of the human body.
It is a state-of-the-art technology that automatically turns heating on and off.

If the temperature of your sleep is different, choose GLÜHWEIN.
The GLÜHWEIN left and right separation heating system can be separated from left and right,
so when using two people, the temperature can be set at a
temperature that suits each person can use it conveniently.

If there is no movement for 2 hours, the power supply will be automatically
Time

cut off and if the movement is detected again, the power will be automatically
supplied, saving energy and preventing fire, making the customer feel
comfortable and comfortable.

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN's unique technology 03

GLÜHWEIN's unique technology 04

Automatic power shutoff
in case of overheating

Automatic power shutoff
after 15 hours.
GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY
｜
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Even if you go out without turning off the power,
GLÜHWEIN 's smart GSS (GLÜHWEIN SAFETY SYSTEM) will automatically
Use more safely with GLÜHWEIN's 6-fold safety system (6SS)!

shut down the power after 15 hours. You can rest assured and use it.

The six-fold safety system (6SS) of GLÜHWEIN provides the function to turn off the
power automatically in case of overheating or abnormality of the hot wire by precise
temperature control function of current fuse, SCR, and IC circuits.
The GLÜHWEIN electric blanket will become the protector of a warm and safe life
through the six-fold safety system (6SS).

What is GSS?
GSS is GLÜHWEIN SAFETY SYSTEM, meaning GLÜHWEIN's safety system
researched and developed for product safety.
After 15 hours, the power will be automatically cut off, adding safety and

GLÜHWEIN constantly conducts researches to enhance the safety of products.

convenience for our customers.

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

GLÜHWEIN’s unique technology 05

GLÜHWEIN’s unique technology 07

Power saving type design
without any worry of electricity
bills

Setting use time reservation
Smart Timer Function
Set the time you desire and use conveniently!
With GLÜHWEIN's safety-designed thermostat, you can reserve 1 to 12 hours

GLÜHWEIN electric blanket uses a new technology to reduce power consumption

of use as you desire.
Reservation can be set from 1 to 12 hours (automatic power-off at the relevant time)
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GLÜHWEIN’s unique technology 08

Multi-safety storage bag for
safe storage

Washable
GLÜHWEIN's unique technology and waterproof heating wire provides

Store safely at home or when camping!

convenience as a washable blanket!

If you keep this blanket in the safety storage bag, you can roll it without

GLÜHWEIN electric blanket is produced by a compression method that fixes

wire and cotton scattering.

｜

GLÜHWEIN’s unique
engineering method

Hence, the blanket can be washed with water, and there is no case of hot

conveniently and safely.
※ Please refer to the product specification table as the maximum setting time varies by each
product.

GLÜHWEIN’s unique technology 06

hot wire and cotton together,

At the set time, power is automatically turned off, so it can be used

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

Feel free to use the product with economic electricity bill of super-saving type!

folding and store it inside the bag.
Compression method manufacturing + GLÜHWEIN waterproof hot wire method

The storage bag that avoids excessive pressure to the hot wire.

Since the hot wire is not bent, the product receives less pressure, and hence,
it can be stored safely.

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

Safe GLÜHWEIN verified by
patents.
GLÜHWEIN is striving to enhance the safety
performance and quality of the product through
constant research and development.

Electromagnetic compatibility
registration certificate

Test Report of the Korea Institute of
Industrial Technology

Fabric Test Report

Radon Test Report

Quality certification
(Q-Mark)

Design registration certificate

｜

Electrical Safety Certification

GLÜHWEIN TECHNOLOGY

Electromagnetic field environment
certification
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Electromagnetic insulating hot wire patent

Technology perfected with constant effort by craftsman
for 5 decades.
GLÜHWEIN has been striving to enhance the quality of the
product based on technology accumulated for 50 years.
We obtained patents and various certifications as our technology
and design in electromagnetic shielding hot wire, washable
technique and 6-fold safety device (6SS), etc. were recognized.
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BRAND STORY

GLÜHWEIN CONTENTS
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Dione

Hera | Ersa | Hebe | Gaia

Liebe | Freya | Notus

Freyr
GKFV-201 | GKFV-202/203

GKMM-1913 | GKMM-1903

Heating Tent Gray | Toast
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Demeter | Frig | Hestia | Multi-safety storage bag

LIVING
GLÜHWEIN

There is nothing more important and precious than a healthy and
comfortable rest in human life.

so that you can realize Wellness-Life through a small but certain
happiness in a cozy blanket.

22

NOBLESSE | LUXURY | PREMIUM | SPECIAL | BASIC

｜

ELECTRIC BLANKET

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

GLÜHWEIN is leading the culture of high-quality thermal bedding

NOBLESSE
Dione

The feature of this product is that the heating wires are seldom felt because of the rich cushion and volume due to
the use of soft sponge, a new material.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

This product is the NOBLESSE electric blanket with luxurious feel in color and pattern.

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Use of new
materials
(soft sponge)

Smart Timer
Function

Dione

Automatic
power cut-off
after 15 hours

6-fold safety
system

Economic
power-saving
product

SMART CONTROLLER

Washable

Dione
GLÜHWEIN NOBLESSE

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton & Soft Sponge

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

LUXURY

Demeter

|

Frig

|

Hestia

We added smart timer that enables setting of maximum 12 hours of use as well as multi-safety storage bag that
can safely store the product both at home and during camping to enhance safety and practicality.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

This is a luxury electric blanket with impressively unique design.

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Demeter

Smart Timer
Function

Automatic
power cut-off
after 15 hours

Frigg

6-fold safety

Economic
power-saving
product

Hestia

Multi-safety
storage bag

Washable

SMART CONTROLLER

Demeter
GLÜHWEIN LUXURY

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Frigg
GLÜHWEIN LUXURY

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Hestia
GLÜHWEIN LUXURY

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Multi-safety storage bag
GLÜHWEIN LUXURY

If you keep this blanket in the safety bag, you can roll it without folding and store it inside the bag.
Since the hot wire is not bent, the product receives less pressure, and hence, it can be stored safely.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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PREMIUM

Hera

|

Ersa

|

Hebe

|

Gaia

8-hour timer function, detection of malfunction due to overheating, and automatic power shut-off function
after 15 hours enhances safety.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

This is the premium electric blanket designed by a pattern expert with a feel that goes well with any bedding.

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Hera

8-hour
timer function

Ersa

Automatic
power cut-off
after 15 hours

5-fold safety

Hebe

Washable

Economic
power-saving
product

Gaia

PREMIUM
CONTROLLER

Hera
GLÜHWEIN PREMIUM

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Ersa

GLÜHWEIN PREMIUM

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Hebe
GLÜHWEIN PREMIUM

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

GLÜHWEIN PREMIUM

Gaia

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

SPECIAL

Liebe

|

Freya

|

Notus

This is a safe product with certification on electromagnetic wave shielding and electrical safety, and also boasts durability that is washable.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

This is the special electric blanket that goes well with both indoors and outdoors with sometimes simple or sometimes fancy design.

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Liebe

Freya

4-fold safety

Economic
power-saving
product

Notus

Washable

SPECIAL
CONTROLLER

Liebe
GLÜHWEIN SPECIAL

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Freya

GLÜHWEIN SPECIAL

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

Mini Single _ 180 × 68 cm

|

|

Power consumption _ 68W / 101W / 140W

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

Notus
GLÜHWEIN SPECIAL

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 101W / 140W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

BASIC
Freyr

Use of high-quality cotton materials provides a soft feel that helps you sleep soundly.

GLÜHWEIN LIVING

This is a basic electric blanket that can be used economically through power saving design and is washable.

｜
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3-fold safety

Frewr

Economic
power-saving
product

Washable

BASIC CONTROLLER

Freyr
GLÜHWEIN BASIC

GLÜHWEIN LIVING
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ 220V

Mini Single _ 180 × 68 cm

|

|

Power consumption _ 110W

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

|

Double _ 180 × 135 cm

The warmest security in the world
from child to adult

Happy relief, GLÜHWEIN

Specification
Sortation
Function

Left and right Sensing of human
separated heating
body

NOBLESSE

LUXURY

premium

SPECIAL

BASIC

COTTON

COTTON

COTTON

COTTON

COTTON

COTTON

Heating system for deep
sleep temperature

Nonelectronic
system

Nonelectronic
system

Nonelectronic
system

Nonelectronic
system

Nonelectronic
system

Nonelectronic
system

General System

SAFETY SYSTEM

10SS

5SS

6SS

6SS

5SS

4SS

3SS

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Temperature control

Digital

9 staged

11 staged

11 staged

9 staged

9 staged

9 staged

Abnormality detection
system

O

O

O

O

O

O

-

ON/OFF power button

O

O

O

O

O

O

-

O

O

O

O

O

-

O

O

O

O

O

-

EMF certification

EMF certification

EMF certification

EMF certification

EMF certification

-

-

-

Overheating malfunction
detected
IC Circuit automatic shut
off function

Setting for 1 to 12 Setting for 1 to 12
Fixed for 8 hours
hours available
hours available

Smart Timer

-

-

Automatic power cut-off
after 15 hours

O

O

O

O

O

-

-

Display

LED Display

-

LED Display

LED Display

-

-

-

Multi-safety storage bag

-

-

-

O

-

-

-

-

-

O

-

-

-

-

O

-

-

O

-

-

-

-

O

O

-

-

-

-

Soft-sponge
(new material)
Left and right separated
heating
Sensing of human body
System
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Patented Hot wire for
blocking Electromagnetic
O
waves
Electromagnetic wave
O
Identification System
EMF (electromagnetic
wave shut off)
EMF certification
certification

｜

COTTON

GLÜHWEIN product specifications

Material

FREEVOLT
GLÜHWEIN

In line with the trend in the global era, GLÜHWEIN presents a

culture of smart relaxation so that you can feel the warm bosom
of GLÜHWEIN by applying design of ultra-small and ultra-light

products and automatic voltage transformation system to products.

ELECTRIC FREEVOLT BLANKET

Why GLÜHWEIN?
· Smart adjuster automatically changes the voltage according to the environment of
the relevant country without a transformer so that the product can be used in most
countries.
· GLÜHWEIN products are light and small, and hence, are easy to carry and store.
· The product has been safely designed with special manufacturing methods and can
be used in both Korea and abroad.
· This product can be used without concern of after-sales service due to considerably
low malfunction or defect rate.
· Antibacterial treated cotton fabric enables protection from bacteria, and this material
can be washed with water.

FREE VOLT
GKFV-201

|

GKFV-202 / 203

not only Korea, but also in the United States, Canada, Japan, China, Britain, France, Germany, Australia, Spain, Taiwan, Mexico, New Zealand,
Czech Republic, and Vietnam without any transformer since the voltage is automatically adjusted to the country’s standard by smart adjuster.

GLÜHWEIN FREEVOLT

GLÜHWEIN free volt electric blanket is not only small in volume but also light in weight, but also suitable for use in most countries including

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Free volt
(automatic
voltage change)

GKFV-201

8-hour
timer function

6-fold safety

GKFV-202 / 203

Economic
power-saving
type product

Washable

Ultra-small superlightweight

FREEVOLT
CONTROLLER

GKFV-201
GLÜHWEIN FREE VOLT

GLÜHWEIN FREEVOLT
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ FREEVOLT

|

Power consumption _ 110W

|

Single _ 180 × 68 cm

GKFV-202 / 203
GLÜHWEIN FREE VOLT

GLÜHWEIN FREEVOLT
｜
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Material _ Cotton

|

Voltage _ FREEVOLT

|

Power consumption _ 110W

|

Single _ 180 × 100 cm

| Double _ 180 × 135 cm

LIFE STYLE
GLÜHWEIN

For a more comfortable and convenient rest in various everyday life
GLÜHWEIN is engaged in constant research.

environment that our body comes in contact with such as bedrooms, living
rooms, offices, cars, outdoor, etc.
| PURE COTTON COVER | Electroc Heating Pad |
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HEATING TENT

｜

MULTI MAT

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

GLÜHWEIN, a friend like a rest, will always be in the overall living

MULTI MAT
GKMM-1913

|

GKMM-1903

included in the package, storage and carrying is safe and easy. Use of soft sponge material ensures comfort to
customers.

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

This product is a multi-mat that can be used anywhere, irrespective of location. As a multi-safety storage bag is

｜
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Electromagnetic
shielding

Use of new material,
soft-sponge

Multi-purpose
multi-use
available

GKMM-1913
Material _ Cotton, Soft sponge

|

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 58W

|

Size 135 × 45 cm

3-hour
timer function

Multi-safety
storage bag

GKMM-1903

Two-Bimetallic
Safety Design

Multistage
temperature
control

Economic
power-saving
type product

Washable

MAT CONTROLLER

MULTI MAT
GLÜHWEIN MULTI MAT

Multi-safety storage bag for safe storage

GLÜHWEIN’s technology

Multi-purpose multi-use available
GLÜHWEIN's multi-blanket can be used in confined spaces for use such as
sitting cushion, sleeping, steam bath, camping, etc. with easy storage and
carriage.

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

From researching new materials to developing technologies for safety and
convenience in use, even a single product is instilled with the passion and
technology of GLÜHWEIN.

Not only while camping but also at home, you can keep the product
in a safe storage bag, without the cotton product folded but rolled up.
This method of storage avoids the hot wire from being folded. So the
product receives less pressure, and hence, can be stored safely and
conveniently.

｜
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Use of new material,
soft-sponge
The cushion and volume feels good
and the hot line is not felt, and
there is less wrinkle of the product
since it uses new material.

Two-Bimetallic Safety Design
2 bimetals are built into the product
to prevent overvoltage and to shut off
power upon overheating. Thus, this
product can be used safely.

Multistage temperature control
From mild to warm, the temperature
can be set to suit the taste of an
individual, and this product is easy
to use.

Electromagnetic interference test passed and
electrical safety certified product
This product has passed Electromagnetic
interference test and obtained electrical
safety certification. Hence, the product
can be used safely and healthily.

For sitting cushions

For bed use

For steam bath

For camping

PURE COTTON COVER
This is 100% pure cotton cover with zippers on both sides, which makes it easy to remove electrical blanket and wash.
The electric blanket cover has lining fabrics used to minimize slip between the electric blanket and the cover.

100%
pure cotton cover

Anti-slip

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

Washable

｜

Zipper
separable
type
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Material _ Cotton 100%

|

Single 180 × 100 cm

| Double 180 × 135 cm

Pure cotton cover

100% pure cotton fabric and anti-slip fabric is

Convenient zipper-separable cover

used

GLÜHWEIN’s unique sensual design

Neat round finish

This cover is a zipper-separated pure cotton cover that can be used with
electrical blanket in a clean and convenient way. If the cover gets dirty, you can
take it off and wash it in the washing machine. GLÜHWEIN’s pure cotton cover
has 2 zippers. So the electric blanket cover is easily separated.

100% pure cotton fabrics with less skin irritation are used. And slippage
between the electric blanket and the cover is minimized by using the anti-slip
fabrics.

We have instilled GLÜHWEIN’s unique and diverse design with simple
colors and patterns.

GLÜHWEIN enhanced the design and quality by solid back stitch
and neat rounded finish to the edges of the product.

GLÜHWEIN PURE COTTON COVER

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE
｜
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Two zippers

Use of 100% pure cotton fabric

Use of anti-slip inner fabric

Solid back stitch and neat rounded finish

ELECTRIC HEATING PAD
This is an electric seating cushion that prevents over-voltage by two bi-metal safety design with separable
temperature controller.
Microfibre with a soft and dense tissue enhances warmth retention.
Its feature is that it can be used conveniently for various purposes.

Voltage _ 220V

|

Power consumption _ 20W / 35W / 50W

|

S 45 × 45 cm / M 45 × 90 cm / L 45 × 135 cm

Super
power-saving
type
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|

Conveniently
separable
temperature
controller

｜

Material _ Microfibre

Two-bimetallic
safety design

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

Microfibre used

ELECTRIC HEATING PAD
GLÜHWEIN ELECTRIC HEATING PAD

Use of band that can fixed to a chair

GLÜHWEIN’s technology

Safely sterilized high quality microfiber fabric
GLÜHWEIN electric blanket adds antibacterial treatment to the microfiber
fabric to make it safe from bacteria during use. By using a high-quality
microfibre that does not shed its fur, the fabric feels soft and warm.

Customers can fix the seating to a chair using a band that can be
fastened to the back of the sitting cushion.
(applicable to M sized cushion). Solid back stitching and neat round
finish to the edge of the product enhanced the design and quality
of the product in addition to the GLÜHWEIN's unique, simple and
elegant design.

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

From research on new economic technologies that reduce power consumption to
development of technologies for safety and convenient use, even a single product is
instilled with the passion and technology of GLÜHWEIN.

｜
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Band for fixation to the chair (M sized cushion)

Economic electricity charges of
super power-saving type
GLÜHWEIN uses a new technology
to reduce power consumption.
With about 700 won per month
based on product use for eight hours
a day, you can use it economically
without worrying about electric bills.

Two-Bimetallic Safety Design
The product can be used safely since
the power is automatically turned off to
prevent overvoltage and overheating
with 2 bimetals built in.

Conveniently Separated
Temperature Controller
The temperature controller can be
separated from the cushion. Thus, it is
easy to use and the temperature can
be set according to the customer’s
personal preference.

Product that has passed electromagnetic
interference test and obtained electrical
safety certification
The product passed Electromagnetic
interference test and obtained
electrical safety certification.
Thus, customers can use the
product safely and healthily.

Solid back stitch and neat round finish

HEATING TENT
This is a tent made out of high-grade cotton material that prevents loss of internal warmth.
to the effect of raising the temperature of a space.
Weight _ Skin (pole excluded) 3kg, 3.7kg including pole (Queen-based) |
Single _ W200 15 D115 25 H125 cm | Queen _ W205 × D150 40 H140 cm

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

If you use this tent with an electrical blanket, you can experience a totally different warmth due

｜

Gray

Three doors

Double zipper
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Basic type
(no floor)

Washable

Toast

Passed the KATRI(Korea Apparel Testing & Research Institute) test

Passed ROHS Korea Quality Testing Institute Test

Passed the certification standard of KATRI on

Safe aluminum pole manufactured

fabric for infants aged 0 to 3 years

by purely domestic technology

Formaldehyde, arylamine, allergenic dye,

Test by Korea Quality Testing Institute in

lead not detected/PH index passed

compliance with ROHS Standards

GLÜHWEIN HEATING TENT

HEATING TENT
Groundbreaking Reduction of
Heating Cost
When using electric blanket with heating tent,
customers can save 30,000 to 50,000 won per
month based on City gas bill. If the electric

Production with purely domestic technology
From the development of eco-friendly aluminum poles to the production process,
the product was produced with purely domestic technology.

Washable and usable in all seasons
This product can be used in all seasons; Warm heating tents in

Reliable CVC (Chief Value Cotton) fabric
100% made in Korea! 67% cotton + 33% polyester

picnic tents in spring and fall. And this product is easily washed

the temperature of the sleeping space may be

CVC stands for "Chief Value Cotton" and refers to a blended yarn fabric made of cotton as its

with a washing machine. Hence, any dirt such as foreign substances

main material.

raised by 4 to 9°C. Hence, even if you turn off

stained in the course of daily use can be cleaned easily and quickly.

While cotton has good warmth and ventilation, it gets wrinkled easily and shrinks when

the boiler before going to bed, the temperature

washing. The fabric that supplemented these disadvantages is cotton blend. Furthermore,

04 Wooden rings : the ring that fixes the door as nicely as a door curtain.
05 High-Density PP pole jib : Prevents floor scratch by safely wrapping the pole.
06 Cupboard mesh bag : Controls the smell and humidity inside the tent by raising the

the fabric that has designed the optimum warmth and ventilation by increasing the ratio of
cotton is GLÜHWEIN fabric. GLÜHWEIN fabric provides a cozy feel with a soft touch and has

air freshener or wet towel, etc.

appropriate air permeability for a comfortable life as a breathing fabric.

07 Nickel-plated gold ring : The ring at the center of the ceiling for hanging lights.

Cotton (100%) - CVC (more than 50% cotton) - T/C (more than 50% Poly)
Results of setting the temperature of indoor space at 12°C and
measuring the internal and external temperature only when using
electric blanket

03 Webbing hanger : Nylon weaving hanger that holds the pole gently.

Safe domestically produced aluminum poles used
The heating tent pole introduced eco-friendly eco magnesium
technique in the process of film treatment to reduce emission of
carbon dioxide, which is the main culprit of greenhouse gases.
A more stylish color was created through matte coating
treatment optimized for indoors

01
Winter - Heating Tent

03

05

supporting the poles to perform the contemplated function like a human ligament.
Thus, the life of the string can be said to be the life of the pole. GLÜHWEIN aluminum poles
have been properly manufactured even in parts which are not visible. Poles are available for free
In case of existing customers, they can purchase only skin. First-time customers shall purchase a
skin and a pole.

04

Summer – Mosquito net

In the aluminum pole, the rubber string connects the poles with each other like a magnet,

maintenance service for 5 years and are available for separate purchase after the initial purchase.

02

Spring and Fall - Picnic

Washable with washing machine

06

07
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maintained throughout the sleeping hours.

02 Top knot : The pole can be fixed with a ribbon on the ceiling.

｜

of 22~24℃ suitable for sleeping can be

01 Double zipper : Enhancing air permeability by freely adjusting the gap between the doors.

GLÜHWEIN LIFE STYLE

blanket and heating tent are used together,

winter; cool mosquito nets in summer (separately purchased); and

From cutting to sewing, the hand touch by 30year veteran craftsman

Safe and good-quality GLÜHWEIN electric

GLÜHWEIN’s passion

blanket used in many countries around the

Ceaseless R&D

world

Reliable GLÜHWEIN in win-win
relationship with various domestic
customers

GLÜHWEIN shares a warm bosom with
neighbors.

Safe and good-quality
GLÜHWEIN electric blanket

GLÜHWEIN is working hard to engage in constant

used in many countries around the world

quality.

GLÜHWEIN delivers a warm bosom to the
alienated classes in hardship.

GLÜHWEIN product is released through a thorough three-step

From the profits earned from the GLÜHWEIN products you are

inspection and hence, it is safe and its defect rate is low.

purchasing; we are supporting a warm bed to the poor.

research and development to enhance safety and

Germany
Canada

the U.K.
Ireland

the U.S.
Mexico

Spain

GLÜHWEIN makes the beautiful world together.

Czech
Republic Russia
France

GLÜHWEIN’s 3 Phased Inspection

China

Japan
Korea

Laos
Vietnam

Taiwan

Australia

Sponsoring those who are shunned in the lowest places of the local community,

First stage

Second stage

Third stage

Hot wire inspection

Adjuster inspection

Combined inspection on
hot wire and adjuster

That is the matter we as an enterprise are mostly attending to.
We support self-reliance of families in crisis with the Korean Red Cross.

GLÜHWEIN make the story that is warmer than warmth.
GLÜHWEIN, the warmest bosom in the world.

